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this book examines how foreign policy analysis can be enriched by domestic realm
public policy approaches concepts and theories starting out from the observation that
foreign policy has in many ways become more similar to and intertwined with domestic
public policies it bridges the divide that still persists between the two fields the book
includes chapters by leading experts in their fields on arguably the most important
public policy approaches including for example multiple streams advocacy coalition
punctuated equilibrium and veto player approaches the chapters explore how the
approaches can be adapted and transferred to the study of foreign policy and point to
the challenges this entails by establishing a critical dialogue between approaches in
public policy and research on foreign policy the main contribution of the book is to
broaden the available theoretical toolkit in foreign policy analysis as the world s only
superpower america s foreign policy inevitably has a major impact Ð be it positive or
negative on contemporary international affairs since the terrorist attacks of 9 11
george w bush s decision to move away from multilateral decision making toward a
more aggressive pre emptive style of foreign policy attracted widespread debate and
criticism throughout the world reversing direction the barack obama presidency is
placing greater emphasis on constructive or peaceful engagement within multilateral
frameworks relying on special envoys to deal with some of the thorniest problems in
this book paul viotti explores american foreign policy from the founding of the republic
in the late 18th century to the present day part 1 examines the broad policy options
available to the us government namely peaceful engagement containment through
deterrence or coercive diplomacy and armed intervention part 2 looks at the american
experience in foreign policy by exploring early precedents and elite practices the
moralism of american exceptionalism as well as the roots of an expansionist american
foreign policy the discussion draws out the continuities running from the 18th century
to the present part 3 concludes with an analysis of the politics of interest on the
potomac with analysis of the interplay of contending policy elites factions and parties
influencing foreign policy making today assessing alternatives the author concludes
that even though containment and armed intervention will remain part of the way the
united states conducts its foreign policy diplomatic engagement options are the most
promising course of action for the coming decades japan s endless patience with
diplomacy in its conflict with russia over the northern territories america s decision to
commit large scale military force to vietnam vs its ultimate decision to withdraw and
canada s two abortive flirtations with free trade with the united states in 1911 and
1948 vs its embrace of free trade in the late 1980s jacket explores the role of public
opinion in the conduct of foreign relations essay from the year 2005 in the subject
politics international politics topic european union london school of economics
department of international relations language english abstract in spite of the growing
empirical significance of the european union eu as a soft power scholars of
international relations ir have found it difficult to identify a single theoretical
framework to explain the making of european foreign policy efp the reasons for this
apparent failure of rigorous theory building may be twofold on the one hand there is
still much debate about what the eu the ontological object of inquiry actually is on the
other hand many authors have taken a self critical attitude towards their own
discipline emphasising that there is still a multiplicity of convictions as to how we can
best theorise efp though detailed analyses of the specific pattern of the eu s external
relations have indeed been marginalised for a long time it seems plausible to trace this
lack of theoretical coherence back to the nature of efp itself it is often argued that the
eu is a political system sui generis a complex structure that is neither a state nor a non
state actor and neither a conventional international organization nor an international
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regime in a similar vein some observers assert that the eu might most suitably be
characterised as a hybrid political sphere that does not easily lend itself to classical
foreign policy analysis fpa in fact the major ir perspectives on eu foreign policy making
neorealist neoliberal and constructivist appear to be largely incompatible in this
respect within each framework certain claims are made which effectively rule out or
downgrade the validity and reliability of key premises in rival approaches therefore the
central question posed in this essay is which theory best explains the making of eu
foreign policy and if there is no single theoretical paradigm might there be any
potential for an ana american foreign policy and process with infotrac is a
comprehensive text that uses values and beliefs to organize the topic of foreign policy
the book portrays the way values and beliefs about foreign policy have changed over
the course of u s history and how foreign policy has changed from its earliest years
through the post 9 11 years and beyond japanese foreign policy in asia and the pacific
aims to provide a broadened framework for examining japan s foreign policy making
by looking at conversion and diversion of interests among japanese and american
policy actors these include governmental and non governmental as well as domestic
and transnational actors utilizing this theoretical framework the contributors examine
the role of u s pressure and its interaction with japan s domestic and japan based
transnational actors interests through geographically or thematically focused case
studies from asia and the pacific regions handbook of canadian foreign policy is the
most comprehensive book of its kind offering an updated examination of canada s
international role some 15 years after the dismantling of the berlin wall ushered in a
new era in world politics highlighting both well known and understudied topics this
handbook presents a marriage of the familiar and the underappreciated that enables
readers to grasp much of the complexity of current canadian foreign policy and
appreciate the challenges policymakers must meet in the early 21st century this text
provides an overview of the major contending theories that shape u s foreign policy it
contains selections written by leading scholars in u s foreign policy and international
relations the essays provide representative statements of the major contending
explanations of u s foreign policy and encourage readers to evaluate the issues that
shape our foreign policy today back cover as japan s economy grew and gained clout
in international markets the pressure on japan to become more visible in international
political affairs increased the storm of criticism japan received for its lack of direct
involvement during the gulf war triggered a national debate the result of which is still
emerging as japan explores a more proactive foreign policy through multilateral
channels admittedly japan s record of multilateralism since its debut at the post world
war i paris peace conference to its latest bid for a permanent seat on the un security
council has often been fraught with failures in some quarters japan was dubbed the
silent partner or even a free rider in multilateral institutions admittedly passive
admittedly with error japanese foreign policy attempted to adapt to conditions set by
world leaders and be a full fledged partner in multilateral institutions at the threshold
of the twenty first century japan must forge its foreign policy between two extremes
the potential destructiveness of modern weaponry and its constitutionally sanctioned
denunciation of war wedged between these two realities japan is morally and
politically bound to play a greater role in cooperative security to ensure the prevention
of conflicts via cooperation rather than competition for the maintenance of
international peace and security a documentation of the impact of recent changes in
the international system of japan s foreign policy chapters include diplomatic style the
thrust for economic success the search for security and the impact of international
relations with neighbouring countries can a distinct national foreign policy still be
identified for small eu member states and what accounts for the balance between
national and eu foreign policy henrik larsen develops an analytical framework for
analyzing these questions and offers solutions through an empirical examination of the
foreign policy of a small eu member state in the context of eu foreign policy the case
of denmark the book looks at seven policy areas policy towards other eu member
states anti terrorism development the balkans africa latin america and trade on the
basis of the empirical study the implications for the theoretical study of national
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foreign policy in an eu context are outlined it is suggested that we need a new mixed
approach to foreign policy analysis within the eu taking into account the nature of the
policy area concerned and national conceptions of actorness this is the first book in
more than a decade to look systematically at the foundations and practices of oman s
foreign policy and its impact on the production and distribution of oil an expert in the
history of the sultanate of oman majid al khalili provides new information and a fresh
analysis of the lands bordering the arabian sea and the gulf of oman beginning with an
examination the reign of sultan qaboos bin said as well as the sultanate s geography
and how location has influenced its history oman s foreign policy foundation and
practice analyzes oman s foreign relations from the early 20th century until the
beginning of the 21st century providing the background to recent events following an
analysis of the sultanate s renaissance in the 1970s and 1980s the book considers how
oman s foreign policy changed in the wake of the 1991 gulf war it also examines
historic power rivalries in the region as well as modern conflicts that now include iran
iraq and saudi arabia the result is a comprehensive understanding of oman s place in
the middle east and its influence upon the world s changing power structure narendra
modi s energetic personal diplomacy and promise to make india a leading power
surprised many analysts most had predicted that his government would concentrate
on domestic issues on the growth and development demanded by indian voters and
that he lacked necessary experience in international relations instead modi s first term
saw a concerted attempt to reinvent indian foreign policy by replacing inherited
understandings of its place in the world with one drawn largely from hindu nationalist
ideology following modi s re election in 2019 this book explores the drivers of this
reinvention arguing it arose from a combination of elite conviction and electoral
calculation and the impact it has had on india s international relations federico chabod
1901 1960 was one of italy s best known historians noted for his study of italian
history in a european context this is the first english translation of his most important
book although he carried out his extensive archival research for this work from 1936
until 1943 the fall of fascism and chabod s active participation in the resistance
delayed its completion when it was published in 1951 it was immediately hailed as a
masterpiece chabod intended to write a new kind of diplomatic history one in which
political history is seen as part of a larger historical whole he does not present a
detailed chronological account of italian foreign policy during the period studied but
rather the moral and material underpinnings of that policy in fact he crafts a highly
developed portrait of an age with the real subjects being the italian state and society
the ruling class and political culture this work offers readers a superb picture of post
risorgimento italy and an outstanding example of chabod s historiographical method
originally published in 1996 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access
to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton
university press since its founding in 1905 the us led coalition which launched an
invasion of iraq on 20 march 2003 led to a decade long military presence in the
country in the run up to that invasion many comparisons were made with the 1991
gulf war ahmed ijaz malik takes these two instances of military intervention by
republican us governments to highlight how the official discourse of leaders and
decision makers has an impact on foreign policy and its results by taking these two
examples he examines how discourse affects real events and the extent to which the
legacy of the cold war has influenced the decisions which are made at the upper
echelons of the us government us foreign policy and the gulf wars critically analyses
the post cold war liberal cosmopolitan and realist discourses related to these two
instances of us military intervention using an approach which malik labels critical
realism this book examines the ways in which discourses often act as ideological
covers for material interests whilst still not holding a deterministic view whereby these
interests alone shape policies from this perspective this book assesses the themes of
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just war humanitarianism and cosmopolitanism it furthermore uses the approach of
critical realism to engage with a variety of arguments on the emerging role of the us
as they were displayed in academic discourses and other intellectual contributions
around each of the 1991 and 2003 wars malik relates these discussions to an analysis
of the official discourses documents and policies displayed prior to the 1991 and 2003
wars as well as to an examination of the resulting actual conduct since the
implications of the us military presence in the middle east are so central to the study
of international relations and security studies this book will be invaluable for specialists
in these disciplines as well as for those interested in policy formation and the wider
middle east john quincy adams warned americans not to search abroad for monsters
to destroy yet such figures have frequently habituated the discourses of u s foreign
policy this collection of essays focuses on counter identities in american consciousness
to explain how foreign policies and the discourse surrounding them develop whether it
is the seemingly ubiquitous evil of hitler during world war ii or the more complicated
perceptions of communism throughout the cold war these essays illuminate the
cultural contexts that constructed rival identities the authors challenge our
understanding of others looking at early applications of the concept in the eighteenth
century to recent twenty first century conflicts establishing how this phenomenon is
central to decision making through centuries of conflict considers the national and
international ramifications of u s abm deployment and its effects on salt talks with the
soviet union this volume commissioned by the department of foreign affairs and trade
in the documents on australian foreign policy series is the first comprehensive survey
of australia s approach to the world in the 1920s dfat documents on australian foreign
policy australia and papua new guinea 1970 1972 is the second of three volumes on
on papua new guinea and its transition to self government this era saw monumental
change in the relationship between australia and papua new guinea as png went from
a territory firmly controlled by canberra to self government in 1975 documents outline
the role of australian prime minister john gorton who quickened the pace of change
following a visit to png by gough whitlam at the start of 1970 and the australian
ministers and officials who worked constructively with their png counterparts including
andrew peacock at territories minister from early 1972 explores the different choices
made by donor governments when delivering foreign aid projects around the world
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Foreign Policy As Public Policy? 2019-06-26 this book examines how foreign policy
analysis can be enriched by domestic realm public policy approaches concepts and
theories starting out from the observation that foreign policy has in many ways
become more similar to and intertwined with domestic public policies it bridges the
divide that still persists between the two fields the book includes chapters by leading
experts in their fields on arguably the most important public policy approaches
including for example multiple streams advocacy coalition punctuated equilibrium and
veto player approaches the chapters explore how the approaches can be adapted and
transferred to the study of foreign policy and point to the challenges this entails by
establishing a critical dialogue between approaches in public policy and research on
foreign policy the main contribution of the book is to broaden the available theoretical
toolkit in foreign policy analysis
American Foreign Policy 2010-04-26 as the world s only superpower america s foreign
policy inevitably has a major impact Ð be it positive or negative on contemporary
international affairs since the terrorist attacks of 9 11 george w bush s decision to
move away from multilateral decision making toward a more aggressive pre emptive
style of foreign policy attracted widespread debate and criticism throughout the world
reversing direction the barack obama presidency is placing greater emphasis on
constructive or peaceful engagement within multilateral frameworks relying on special
envoys to deal with some of the thorniest problems in this book paul viotti explores
american foreign policy from the founding of the republic in the late 18th century to
the present day part 1 examines the broad policy options available to the us
government namely peaceful engagement containment through deterrence or
coercive diplomacy and armed intervention part 2 looks at the american experience in
foreign policy by exploring early precedents and elite practices the moralism of
american exceptionalism as well as the roots of an expansionist american foreign
policy the discussion draws out the continuities running from the 18th century to the
present part 3 concludes with an analysis of the politics of interest on the potomac
with analysis of the interplay of contending policy elites factions and parties
influencing foreign policy making today assessing alternatives the author concludes
that even though containment and armed intervention will remain part of the way the
united states conducts its foreign policy diplomatic engagement options are the most
promising course of action for the coming decades
Foreign Policy and the Political Process 1971 japan s endless patience with
diplomacy in its conflict with russia over the northern territories america s decision to
commit large scale military force to vietnam vs its ultimate decision to withdraw and
canada s two abortive flirtations with free trade with the united states in 1911 and
1948 vs its embrace of free trade in the late 1980s jacket
Painful Choices 2005-09-04 explores the role of public opinion in the conduct of foreign
relations
Public Opinion and American Foreign Policy 1996 essay from the year 2005 in the
subject politics international politics topic european union london school of economics
department of international relations language english abstract in spite of the growing
empirical significance of the european union eu as a soft power scholars of
international relations ir have found it difficult to identify a single theoretical
framework to explain the making of european foreign policy efp the reasons for this
apparent failure of rigorous theory building may be twofold on the one hand there is
still much debate about what the eu the ontological object of inquiry actually is on the
other hand many authors have taken a self critical attitude towards their own
discipline emphasising that there is still a multiplicity of convictions as to how we can
best theorise efp though detailed analyses of the specific pattern of the eu s external
relations have indeed been marginalised for a long time it seems plausible to trace this
lack of theoretical coherence back to the nature of efp itself it is often argued that the
eu is a political system sui generis a complex structure that is neither a state nor a non
state actor and neither a conventional international organization nor an international
regime in a similar vein some observers assert that the eu might most suitably be
characterised as a hybrid political sphere that does not easily lend itself to classical
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foreign policy analysis fpa in fact the major ir perspectives on eu foreign policy making
neorealist neoliberal and constructivist appear to be largely incompatible in this
respect within each framework certain claims are made which effectively rule out or
downgrade the validity and reliability of key premises in rival approaches therefore the
central question posed in this essay is which theory best explains the making of eu
foreign policy and if there is no single theoretical paradigm might there be any
potential for an ana
American Foreign Policy 1986 american foreign policy and process with infotrac is a
comprehensive text that uses values and beliefs to organize the topic of foreign policy
the book portrays the way values and beliefs about foreign policy have changed over
the course of u s history and how foreign policy has changed from its earliest years
through the post 9 11 years and beyond
Foreign Policy and Democratic Politics 1992 japanese foreign policy in asia and the
pacific aims to provide a broadened framework for examining japan s foreign policy
making by looking at conversion and diversion of interests among japanese and
american policy actors these include governmental and non governmental as well as
domestic and transnational actors utilizing this theoretical framework the contributors
examine the role of u s pressure and its interaction with japan s domestic and japan
based transnational actors interests through geographically or thematically focused
case studies from asia and the pacific regions
Theories of the Making of European Union Foreign Policy 2011-11 handbook of
canadian foreign policy is the most comprehensive book of its kind offering an updated
examination of canada s international role some 15 years after the dismantling of the
berlin wall ushered in a new era in world politics highlighting both well known and
understudied topics this handbook presents a marriage of the familiar and the
underappreciated that enables readers to grasp much of the complexity of current
canadian foreign policy and appreciate the challenges policymakers must meet in the
early 21st century
American Foreign Policy and Process 1992 this text provides an overview of the major
contending theories that shape u s foreign policy it contains selections written by
leading scholars in u s foreign policy and international relations the essays provide
representative statements of the major contending explanations of u s foreign policy
and encourage readers to evaluate the issues that shape our foreign policy today back
cover
Japanese Foreign Policy in Asia and the Pacific 2001-11-16 as japan s economy grew
and gained clout in international markets the pressure on japan to become more
visible in international political affairs increased the storm of criticism japan received
for its lack of direct involvement during the gulf war triggered a national debate the
result of which is still emerging as japan explores a more proactive foreign policy
through multilateral channels admittedly japan s record of multilateralism since its
debut at the post world war i paris peace conference to its latest bid for a permanent
seat on the un security council has often been fraught with failures in some quarters
japan was dubbed the silent partner or even a free rider in multilateral institutions
admittedly passive admittedly with error japanese foreign policy attempted to adapt to
conditions set by world leaders and be a full fledged partner in multilateral institutions
at the threshold of the twenty first century japan must forge its foreign policy between
two extremes the potential destructiveness of modern weaponry and its
constitutionally sanctioned denunciation of war wedged between these two realities
japan is morally and politically bound to play a greater role in cooperative security to
ensure the prevention of conflicts via cooperation rather than competition for the
maintenance of international peace and security
Handbook of Canadian Foreign Policy 2006 a documentation of the impact of
recent changes in the international system of japan s foreign policy chapters include
diplomatic style the thrust for economic success the search for security and the impact
of international relations with neighbouring countries
American Foreign Policy 2005 can a distinct national foreign policy still be identified
for small eu member states and what accounts for the balance between national and
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eu foreign policy henrik larsen develops an analytical framework for analyzing these
questions and offers solutions through an empirical examination of the foreign policy
of a small eu member state in the context of eu foreign policy the case of denmark the
book looks at seven policy areas policy towards other eu member states anti terrorism
development the balkans africa latin america and trade on the basis of the empirical
study the implications for the theoretical study of national foreign policy in an eu
context are outlined it is suggested that we need a new mixed approach to foreign
policy analysis within the eu taking into account the nature of the policy area
concerned and national conceptions of actorness
Domestic Interests, Democracy, and Foreign Policy Change 2022-02-28 this is
the first book in more than a decade to look systematically at the foundations and
practices of oman s foreign policy and its impact on the production and distribution of
oil an expert in the history of the sultanate of oman majid al khalili provides new
information and a fresh analysis of the lands bordering the arabian sea and the gulf of
oman beginning with an examination the reign of sultan qaboos bin said as well as the
sultanate s geography and how location has influenced its history oman s foreign
policy foundation and practice analyzes oman s foreign relations from the early 20th
century until the beginning of the 21st century providing the background to recent
events following an analysis of the sultanate s renaissance in the 1970s and 1980s the
book considers how oman s foreign policy changed in the wake of the 1991 gulf war it
also examines historic power rivalries in the region as well as modern conflicts that
now include iran iraq and saudi arabia the result is a comprehensive understanding of
oman s place in the middle east and its influence upon the world s changing power
structure
The Foreign Policy of France from 1914 to 1945 1975 narendra modi s energetic
personal diplomacy and promise to make india a leading power surprised many
analysts most had predicted that his government would concentrate on domestic
issues on the growth and development demanded by indian voters and that he lacked
necessary experience in international relations instead modi s first term saw a
concerted attempt to reinvent indian foreign policy by replacing inherited
understandings of its place in the world with one drawn largely from hindu nationalist
ideology following modi s re election in 2019 this book explores the drivers of this
reinvention arguing it arose from a combination of elite conviction and electoral
calculation and the impact it has had on india s international relations
The World-wide Depression 1931 federico chabod 1901 1960 was one of italy s
best known historians noted for his study of italian history in a european context this is
the first english translation of his most important book although he carried out his
extensive archival research for this work from 1936 until 1943 the fall of fascism and
chabod s active participation in the resistance delayed its completion when it was
published in 1951 it was immediately hailed as a masterpiece chabod intended to
write a new kind of diplomatic history one in which political history is seen as part of a
larger historical whole he does not present a detailed chronological account of italian
foreign policy during the period studied but rather the moral and material
underpinnings of that policy in fact he crafts a highly developed portrait of an age with
the real subjects being the italian state and society the ruling class and political
culture this work offers readers a superb picture of post risorgimento italy and an
outstanding example of chabod s historiographical method originally published in 1996
the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make
available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the
princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found
in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in
1905
Japanese Foreign Policy 1999 the us led coalition which launched an invasion of iraq
on 20 march 2003 led to a decade long military presence in the country in the run up
to that invasion many comparisons were made with the 1991 gulf war ahmed ijaz
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malik takes these two instances of military intervention by republican us governments
to highlight how the official discourse of leaders and decision makers has an impact on
foreign policy and its results by taking these two examples he examines how discourse
affects real events and the extent to which the legacy of the cold war has influenced
the decisions which are made at the upper echelons of the us government us foreign
policy and the gulf wars critically analyses the post cold war liberal cosmopolitan and
realist discourses related to these two instances of us military intervention using an
approach which malik labels critical realism this book examines the ways in which
discourses often act as ideological covers for material interests whilst still not holding
a deterministic view whereby these interests alone shape policies from this
perspective this book assesses the themes of just war humanitarianism and
cosmopolitanism it furthermore uses the approach of critical realism to engage with a
variety of arguments on the emerging role of the us as they were displayed in
academic discourses and other intellectual contributions around each of the 1991 and
2003 wars malik relates these discussions to an analysis of the official discourses
documents and policies displayed prior to the 1991 and 2003 wars as well as to an
examination of the resulting actual conduct since the implications of the us military
presence in the middle east are so central to the study of international relations and
security studies this book will be invaluable for specialists in these disciplines as well
as for those interested in policy formation and the wider middle east
Japan's Foreign Policy After the Cold War 1993 john quincy adams warned
americans not to search abroad for monsters to destroy yet such figures have
frequently habituated the discourses of u s foreign policy this collection of essays
focuses on counter identities in american consciousness to explain how foreign policies
and the discourse surrounding them develop whether it is the seemingly ubiquitous
evil of hitler during world war ii or the more complicated perceptions of communism
throughout the cold war these essays illuminate the cultural contexts that constructed
rival identities the authors challenge our understanding of others looking at early
applications of the concept in the eighteenth century to recent twenty first century
conflicts establishing how this phenomenon is central to decision making through
centuries of conflict
Tapping Into International Experience 2001-01-01 considers the national and
international ramifications of u s abm deployment and its effects on salt talks with the
soviet union
Analysing the Foreign Policy of Small States in the EU 2005-08-03 this volume
commissioned by the department of foreign affairs and trade in the documents on
australian foreign policy series is the first comprehensive survey of australia s
approach to the world in the 1920s dfat documents on australian foreign policy
australia and papua new guinea 1970 1972 is the second of three volumes on on
papua new guinea and its transition to self government this era saw monumental
change in the relationship between australia and papua new guinea as png went from
a territory firmly controlled by canberra to self government in 1975 documents outline
the role of australian prime minister john gorton who quickened the pace of change
following a visit to png by gough whitlam at the start of 1970 and the australian
ministers and officials who worked constructively with their png counterparts including
andrew peacock at territories minister from early 1972
General Foreign Policy Series 1956 explores the different choices made by donor
governments when delivering foreign aid projects around the world
Oman's Foreign Policy 2009-05-19
Modi and the Reinvention of Indian Foreign Policy 2019-09-25
Italian Foreign Policy 2014-07-14
US Foreign Policy and the Gulf Wars 2014-12-09
Export Administration Annual Report ... and ... Report on Foreign Policy Export Controls
1995
U.S. Foreign Policy and the Other 2014-11-01
American Foreign Policy Current Documents 1988
American Foreign Policy and Islamic Renewal 2006
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Documents on German Foreign Policy 1918-1945, Series C. 1957
Strategic and Foreign Policy Implications of ABM Systems: March 6, 11, 13,
21, 26, 28, 1969 1969
Documents on Australian Foreign Policy: Australia and Papua New Guinea, 1970-1972:
The transition to self-governance 2020-12-01
Foreign Affairs Research Papers Available 1970
Legislation on Foreign Relations Through ... 1977
New Zealand Foreign Affairs Review 1974
Foreign Operations, Export Financing, and Related Programs Appropriations
for 2000 1999
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1950: The United Nations; the Western
hemisphere 1976
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1951: European security and the German
question 1977
Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States 1983-07
States, Markets and Foreign Aid 2021-11-11
Foreign Trade in Agricultural Products 1953
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